We consider an ideal Fermi gas of tachyons and derive a low temperature expansion of its thermodynamical functions. The tachyonic specific heat is linear dependent on temperature C V = ε F k F T and formally coincides with the specific heat of electron gas if the tachyon Fermi energy is defined as ε F = k F − m 2 .
Introduction
The concept of tachyon fields plays significant role in the modern research, and tachyons are considered as candidates for the dark matter and dark energy, they often appear in the brane theories and cosmological models. Tachyons, are commonly known as instabilities with energy spectrum
where m is the tachyon mass and relativistic units c =h = 1 are used. A system of many tachyons can be studied in the frames of statistical mechanics [1, 2] , and thermodynamical functions of ideal tachyon Fermi and Bose gases are calculated [3] . We have recently studied the equation of state (EOS) and acoustic properties of the cold tachyon Fermi [4] and Fermi gas of tachyonic thermal excitations [5] .
In the present paper we consider a Fermi gas of tachyons at finite but low temperature. When the temperature T is much lower than the Fermi energy ε F of cold tachyon gas at zero temperature, all thermodynamical functions are expanded into a series of T /ε F . We want to find such important quantities as the entropy and specific heat (heat capacity) of tachyon Fermi gas. This problem has been already initiated, however, for the limiting nonrelativistic and ultrarelativistic cases [6] , and we proceed with its general solution for arbitrary range of parameters.
Tachyon Fermi gas
Consider a system of free tachyons with the energy spectrum ε k (1) that obey the Fermi statistics. Its energy density E and particle number density n are defined by standard formulas [7, 4] :
where γ is the degeneracy factor, and
is the distribution function, while µ is the chemical potential of tachyon Fermi gas at temperature T . The specific heat is also determined by standard formula [8] 
where S is the entropy density. If we introduce dimensionless variables
the thermodynamical functions of tachyons (2)-(3) will be written so
Both integrals can be also presented in the following universal form
where σ (T ) is a function of temperature, while integral
includes the distribution function f k (4) and function
each taken for the energy density and particle number density. At zero temperature the chemical potential µ → ε F tends to the Fermi energy
corresponding to the Fermi momentum k F . The distribution function of fermions (4) degenerates into the Heaviside step-function
Then, the energy and particle number density of tachyon Fermi gas are immediately calculated [4] 
The latter formula determines the Fermi momentum of tachyons at zero temperature
Now we are looking for low-temperature corrections to formulas (14)-(15).
Low temperature expansion
At low temperature
the chemical potential µ is close to the Fermi energy ε F (12). However, the thermodynamical functions depend on the temperature so that the Fermi gas has finite entropy. In order to calculate the specific heat of tachyon Fermi gas (5) we need a low-temperature expansion of thermodynamical functions [9, 10] . Integrating (10) by parts, we have
where
According to (4), the distribution function has the following asymptotic behavior
Therefore, integral (18) is immediately written in the form
Let us expand function G (x) in a Taylor series
Substituting (24) in (23) we have
In the light of (21), the first term in (26) is simplified so
Hence
is determined by (19). At low temperature (λ ≫ 1) integral (28) is approximated by formula
with coefficients
where all odd coefficients (30) are tending to zero
Integral (29) can be written in the explicit form
Formula (32) determines a low temperature expansion of thermodynamical quantity (9) corresponding to function g (11).
Thermodynamical functions
Let us find a low-temperature expansion of the particle number density (8), whose presentation according to (10) includes
so that the relevant function (20) will be
Substituting function (34) and (35) in integral (32), we obtain, up to the second-order terms:
Substituting (33) and (36) in (10) we find the particle number density
is the Fermi momentum at low temperature. At zero temperature limits µ → ε F and q → k F takes place, and formula (37) is reduced to (15). Hence, the Fermi momentum at low temperature is approximated by formula
and the Fermi level is
Now let us find a low-temperature expansion of the energy density (7), which is presented in the form of (10) with
Substituting function (42)- (43) in integral (32), we obtain (41) and (44) in (10) we define the energy density
Substituting (39) and (40) in (45) we find
where E 0 (14) is the energy density of tachyon Fermi gas at zero temperature. Thus, according to (5) and (46), the tachyonic specific heat is
and, according to formulas (5) and (47) the entropy density of tachyons is
Conclusion
The energy density of tachyon Fermi gas at low temperature T ≪ ε F is determined by formula (46). The specific heat of tachyons (47) and the tachyonic entropy (47) are linear dependent on temperature that bear resemblance with ordinary Fermi gas of subluminal particles. Moreover, expression for tachyonic specific heat (47) formally satisfies the general formula for nonrelativistic electronic specific heat [11] 
where the density of states
is incorporated in formula
The Fermi level of tachyon gas at finite temperature is shifted with respect to the zero-temperature level (40), This formula for ultrarelativistic tachyons at large particle number density n (k F ≫ m ) implies
while for non-relativistic tachyons at small density n (k F → m ) it will be
where the Fermi energy of non-relativistic tachyons, according to (12) and (16), is defined so
Formulas (52) and (53) coincide with the relevant expressions obtained in the earlier research [6] . Formula (40) is the general expression for arbitrary relation between k F and m, while formulas (53)-(54) are applied only at low density when k F → m. However, we should not forget that tachyon Fermi gas at low density is unstable to the causality [4] , and its Fermi momentum must exceed critical value
